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this story is not quite accurate. the
validation server has been set to check
drives at the end of the day, but it is a
valid license and the drive will not be

disabled. once the validity of a key has
been validated, it is non-deletable.

disabling a license requires changing a
setting and then entering the license

key directly for validation. the product
key is removed and the license validity

will be checked on the next login or
when the drive is powered on. the

method we described makes sense for
limiting activation. i think that there is
more to it than simply contacting the
validation server, it may also require
the validation server to disable the

activation key. any suggestions as to
how to contact the validation server?
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ok.. i checked the link you provided
and it is true that security key is not

dell specific. so in other words if i
bought my pc from any company other
then dell would the pc be non-genuine.
even though the original purchase was

from dell. we have updated our
licensing pages to help make it easier
to determine if a key is dell specific. if

the system is genuine, it has a
certificate of authenticity (coa) with a
serial number on it. coa numbers are

15 characters long and can be
validated using a coa validator. coas

are available for genuine windows oem
products and can be generated by a
windows 10 client. if you purchase a

reinstallation dvd, the coa is not
required. its never advisable to run an
untested operating system. if a key is

not dell specific, and you know for sure
it is genuine, contact the validation

server for instructions.
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system was working fine and all of the
sudden could not connect to the
internet. googled it for hours and

figured it could be everything from a
bad update to a virus, etc. i used the
malwarebytes live scan and found the

last update microsoft security
essentials was on november 13th. it
reported every update but it looked
like the nov 13th update was critical
and the other updates didn't really

matter since it was already up-to-date.
unplugged the computer, turned it
back on, waited about 2 hours and

tried reconnecting to the internet and
could not. restarted it and could not
connect to the internet again. so i

restarted the computer, turned off wi-
fi, then when i turned the computer

back on, i wasn't able to connect to the
internet. i ran another malwarebytes
live scan and everything checked out

except for malwarebytes anti-malware
telling me there was an update. i ran
the update and restarted and that got
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rid of the error message. i could not
see any difference except that it was
downloading and updating all of the

items listed in the malwarebytes anti-
malware scan. a month ago it was
working perfectly fine and i do not

recall doing anything differently that
could have caused this problem. now it

will not connect to the internet even
though it has internet access. the

machine is a lenovo t400 laptop with
windows 10 ultimate installed. the lack

of internet access is the only issue,
and it is limited to just this machine. it
will connect to the wireless network, it
will connect to a wired network, and it

will connect to a wifi hot spot.
however, it will not connect to the

internet. what can be done? i've tried
every trick i can think of and nothing

has worked. 5ec8ef588b
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